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Abstract 

User interfaces tend to become smaller, more intelligent and easier to use. Therefore, 
there is a need to integrate into those interfaces other rnadalities for system output than the 
generally used visual modality. At IPO, a project has started to investigate the usability 
of nonspeech audio in user interfaces, with an emphasis on so-called impact sounds. The 
goal of the project is to develop an interactive tool for real-time synthesis of those impact 
sounds, with parameters that can be derived from the actions of the user. 

In this study, acoustic and perceptual characteristics of the sounds of rolling wooden 
halls have been investigated. These sounds are supposed to fit into the metaphorical 
context of a rolling track ball. 

In the first part, recordings of sounds of rolling balls of different sizes and materials 
have been manipulated by randomizing the phase spectrum and by smoothing the speetral 
fine structure of those sounds. It was found that phase information is not very important in 
characterizing those sounds, unless there are peaks in the temporal structure of the sounds 
which occur when a ball bounces during rolling or when the ball has a rough surface. 
Speetral fine structure is only important when there are separate, well audible partials 
present in the signal, e.g., when a ballis rolling over a crockery plate. 

In the second part, recordings of wooden balls of seven different sizes have been used 
in a perception experiment. Subjects had to decide which one of two presented sounds 
was produced by the bigger ball. It was found that people are able to extract information 
about the size of a ball from the sound that is produced when this ball is rolling over a 
surface. It is expected that speetral energy distribution is an important cue for this ability. 
Because this property is not affected to a large extent by phase randomizing and smoothing 
of speetral fine structure, phase relations and speetral fine structure are not considered to 
be very important for the auditory perception of the size of rolling balls. 



Technology assessment 

Within the field of consumer electronics, there has been a trend over the last few years 
to make products smaller, more intelligent and more functional. At the same time those 
products have to become more user-friendly. The latter requirement seems contradictory 
to the other ones, as it will be difficult to present more information on a visual display 
which remains of equal size or becomes even smaller, while maintaining the same level of 
user friendliness. Therefore new ways have to be found to communicate information from 
the product to the user. 

Within industry, the awareness of the importance and opportunities of sound in user 
interfaces is growing. At the moment, mainly pre-recorded sounds are used in sound
design activities. Within research, however, future questions about 'interactive sound' for 
advanced multi-media applications should be anticipated. The combination of advanced 
interaction techniques like 3D-visualization, animation, touch, gesture, speech, and inter
active sound provides opportunities to develop new and innovative interaction styles which 
will imprave the user interfaces of future products. 

At IPO, a project has started to investigate the usability of nonspeech audio in user 
interfaces, with an emphasis on so-called impact sounds. The goal of the project is to 
develop an interactive tool for real-time synthesis of those impact sounds, with parameters 
that can be derived from the actions of the user. 

As a part of this project, acoustic and perceptual charaderistics of the sounds of rolling 
wooden balls have been investigated. These sounds are supposed to fit into the metaphor
ical context of a rolling track ball. At IPO a lot of expertise has been built up about the 
interaction between user and system by means of these track balls. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

1.1 U ser-interface design 

Within the field of consumer electronics, there has been a trend over the last few years 
to make products smaller, more intelligent and more functional. At the same time those 
products have to become more user-friendly. The latter requirement seems Contradietory 
to the other ones, as it will be difficult to present more information on a visual display 
which remains of equal size or becomes even smaller, while maintaining the same level of 
user friendliness. Therefore new ways have to be found to communicate information from 
the product to the user. 

In conventional user-system interaction, system information is presented mostly via the 
visual modality whereas the user informs the system mainly by means of manual input. Due 
to the increasing functionality of systems and the corresponding increasing need for visual 
feedback, the visual channel of the user might become overloaded. A possible salution to 
this problem is to spread information over different modalities, and to use a multimodal 
interaction in order to make use of several senses of the user, such as vision, hearing and 
touch. Also in daily life, people make use of all their senses simultaneously. Therefore, 
a multimodal approach to user-system interaction appears to be a natmal one and could 
eventually lead to more natmal and intuitive user interfaces. 

1.2 Nonspeech audio 

Besides the generally used visual channel, the audio channel also has a great potential 
for man-machine communication. Although the audio channel is the primary medium of 
communication between humans, it is rarely used for communication between human and 
machine. Except for generating simple warning signals, sound has been rarely applied in 
user interfaces until now. One of the reasans for this is that the processing and memory 
capacities of computers for years were inadequate to reproduce sound. Nowadays, these 
technical limitations have largely disappeared and, therefore, the application of sound in 
user interfaces has become possible. 
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\:Vhen consiclering communication with sound, speech generally comes to mind fi.rst. But 
the audio channel is not restricted to speech and can include a wide variety of audio-based 
interactions. Besides music, there is another class of sounds, which is generally referred 
to as nonspeech audio. There are many examples of this kind of sounds in everyday life. 
In performing their everyday tasks, people are surrounded by sounds. They listen to the 
sound of a closing door to find out whether it has been closed properly, and to traffic 
noises to assess the danger of crossing a street. Mechanics listen to automobile engines, 
and doctors to heartbeats, both with the aim of getting information about mechanisms 
that are not visually accessible. Even by listening to the sounds of printers, modems and 
disk drives people can assess the state of the system. So, most people are using nonspeech 
audio cues in daily life to monitor what is happening around them. Consequently, sound 
appears to be a familiar and natmal medium for users to obtain information from, and 
also about, their environment. This suggests that it is possible to exploit the skills that 
users builel up over a lifetime of everyday listening in the design of user interfaces (Gaver, 
1986). 

1.2.1 Benefits of using nonspeech audio in user interfaces 

Besides the ones mentioned in the previous section, there are more reasans for applying 
nonspeech audio in user interfaces. Eggen (1993) gives a list of pros and cons for using 
nonspeech audio in products. A few of them are mentioned here. 

An important attribute of audio output is that audio messages can be received regard
less of where one is looking. This is of particular importance when visual attention is 
focused elsewhere, or when the task does not require constant visual monitoring. When 
the amount of information to be communicated to the user is high, there is a danger of 
overloading the visual channel. As an alternative, the audio channel can be used to carry 
some of the information, thereby reducing the user's overall cognitive load (Baecker & 
Buxton, 1987). Another advantage of nonspeech audio is that it is language independent. 
This facilitates and maximizes the international exchange of user interfaces. 

A very important function of sound in a user interface is to provide redundant inform
ation to users (Gaver, 1989), thereby reinforcing visual cues. Gaver also mentioned two 
major advantages of the 'sonically enhanced' user interface. First, the use of nonspeech 
sounds increases feelings of direct engagement with the model worlel of the system. Hear
ing as well as seeing the objects and events of the computer worlel makes that worlel more 
tangible. This is especially important in interactive computer games. The second major 
aclvantage is the increasecl fiexibility for users. Finally, auditory interfaces may help make 
the increasingly spatial 'windows-based' interfaces of current systems accessible to visually 
impaired users (Poll, 1996). 

1.2.2 Functions and types of nonspeech audio in user interfaces 

Three functions of nonspeech sounel in user interfaces can be distinguished: 
1. Alarms and warning systems: Signals that take priority over other information. Until 
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now, particularly this type of sound is used in user interfaces; 
2. Status and monitor·ing messages: Signals that provide information about some ongoing 
task. For continuous tasks usually background sounds are used, especially changes in the 
sound give information ( for instance, the buzzing of a PC signals its operation); 
3. Encoded messages: These are used to present numerical ( or quantitative) data in pat
terns of sound. 

Besides the different functions it is also possible to discern different types of nonspeech 
audio. Nonspeech audio ranges from signals that build on existing everyday knowledge to 
signals that employ a newly designed vocabulary. The latter are called earcons, the former 
av,ditory icons. The use of auditory icons requires less learning from the part of the user 
because they refer to everyday sounds. Earcons use a more musical approach (see section 
1.3). 

Earcons 

Earcons are the auditory equivalent of visual icons (Blattner, Sumikawa & Greenberg, 
1989). They are abstract, synthetic sounds that can be used in structured combinations to 
create sound messages to represent partsofan interface. Earcons are composed of motives, 
which are short, rhythmic sequences of sounds with variable intensity, timbre and register. 
Each earcon has a unique meaning that must be learned. For example, a tone X with 
frequency 440 Hz may mean 'file', and tone Y with frequency 600 Hz may mean 'deleted'. 
These earcons can be combined to communicate more complex messages. For example, 
playing X and Yin series produces a rising XY earcon that means 'file deleted'. 

It has been shown that these earcons can be an effective method for communicating 
information betweentheuser and the computer (Brewster, Wright & Edwards, 1993; 1994). 
They have also been applied in an educational context, where they were used to represent 
syntactic categories in English grammar (Blattner & Greenberg, 1992). An important 
disadvantage of earcons is that they are new, non-representational audio cues which require 
learning on the part of the user. This problem is absent with auditory icons. 

Auditory icons 

Auditory icons, introduced by Gaver (1986), are imitations of naturally occurring sounds. 
The rationale behind auditory icons is that sounds provide information about the world, 
and as a consequence humans can use a souree of soundtostand fora souree of information. 
Auditory icons, thus, have a semantic link to computer objects and events. They are used 
as auditory metaphors for everyday events. For instance, the sound of a closing metal 
cabinet may be used for closing a file. 

Auditory icons have been used in different user interfaces: in the 'SonicFinder', an 
auditory interface for the Apple Macintosh (Gaver, 1989), in SharedARK, a large, shared, 
multitasking environment that serves as a virtual physics laboratory for distance education 
(Gaver & Smith, 1990), and in the ARKola simulation, a simulated soft-drink factory in 
which users had to collabmate in a complex and demanding simulation task (Gaver, Smith 
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& O'Shea, 1991). This study indicated that auditory icons could be useful in helping 
people collabmate on a difficult task invalving a large-scale complex system, and that the 
addition of sounds increased their enjoyment as well. 

These studies suggest that auditory icons can play a significant role in man-machine 
communication. Also at IPO, auditory icons have been applied in user interfaces for DCC 
(Digital Compact Cassette) players (Eggen, Haakma & Westerink, 1992; Haakma, 1993). 

The use of earcons and auditory icons in user interfaces is placed in a broader perspect
ive by Barrass (1997), who gives an overview of approaches to auditory-display design. 
He calls the use of earcons the 'syntactic' approach (focus on the organization of auditory 
elements into more complex messages), and he refers to auditory iconsas the 'semantic' ap
proach (focus on the metaphorical meaning of sounds). Besides these two he distinguishes 
a pragmatic (focus on psychoacoustic discrimination of sounds), perceptual (focus on the 
significanee of the relations between sounds), task-oriented (focus on designing sounds for 
a partieldar purpose), connotation (focus on cultural and aesthetic im plications of sounds), 
and device-oriented (focus on the transportability of sounds between different devices, and 
the optimization of sounds for a specific device) approach. 

1. 3 Everyday listening 

A remarkable point in the perception of sound in everyday life is that people do not seem 
to perceive physical attributes of sounds, such as frequency and intensity, but instead 
sourees of sound. In psychophysics, sounds are analysed with respect to attributes like 
pitch, duration, loudness, and timbre. But people do not hear the fluctuations of loudness 
in the sounds made by pouring a liquid in a glass, instead they are more likely to hear 
whether the liquid is more or less viscous, how fast it is pouring, and how full the glass is 
(Gaver, 1989). Or, if one drops a crystal vase while carrying it in a darkened room, one 
is less likely to attend to the pattem of pitched impulses it produces than one is to try to 
ascertain what it landedon and whether it broke (Gaver, 1994). In general, Gaver suggests 
not to map sounds by the dimensions of sound itself (frequency, sound level, etc.) but by 
dimensions of the sound's source, such as type of interaction, material, surface condition, 
velocity, force, elasticity, and asymmetry of the objects involved. The basic idea is that 
sound conveys information about a sound-producing event and its environment. This 
perspective is based on Gibson's ecological approach to perception (Gibson, 1986). This 
way of hearing attributes of sound-producing events is called everyday listening, whereas 
hearing the sounds themselves is called musicallislening (Gaver, 1989). In user interfaces, 
musical listerring is used in earcons, while everyday listerring is used in auditory icons. 

1.3.1 Previous research 

Although much more is known about musical listerring than about everyday listening, 
several studies have explored the experience of everyday listening. 
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Van der Veer (1979) presenteel people with recorded tokens of 30 everyday sounds such 
as clapping and tearing paper in a free identification task. Participants in the study were 
tested in groups and asked to write a short phrase describing each sound. She found that 
they tendeel to identify the sounds in terms of the objects and events that caused them, 
describing their psychophysical qualities only when they could not identify the souree 
events. 

Warren and Verbrugge (1984) investigated the perception of breaking versus bouncing 
events. They emphasized the importance of the higher-order temporal structure of ele
mentary impact sounds for this distinction. According to their results, the percept of 
bouncing is correlated with a temporal coherence across the spectrum, while breaking is 
related to a more irregular distribution of energy in a time-frequency representation. 

Repp (1987) stuclied the sound of two hands clapping. He found that subjects were able 
to accurately extract information about the hand configuration, at least when the sounds 
were generateel by the same person. This supports the hypothesis that sound produced by 
a natural souree conveys perceptible information about the configuration of that source. 

Gaver (1988) investigated how well people can judge the material and lengths of metal 
and wooden bars from the sounds they make when they are hit. He found that it is easier 
for people to judge the material than the length. Gaver developed a physical model to 
understand the mapping of attributes of the sourees and the sound they make. He not 
only used this model to explain his results, but also to build a synthesizer for generating 
impact sounds. The synthesizer could be controlled along dimensions of souree attributes 
like size, configuration, force of the impact, mallet hardness and material (Gaver, 1994). 

Freed (1990) stuclied the perceptual ratings of mallet hardness for percussive sound 
events. He found that the ratio of high- to low-frequency energy in the sounds and its 
change over time serveel as the most powerful predietors of subjects' hardness judgements. 

Li, Logan and Pastore (1991) showed that listeners were able to identify the gender 
of a walker on the basis of acoustic information. They also made suggestions about what 
type of sound spectrum modifications can be used to influence the gender judgement. 

Finally, Lutfi and Oh (1997) stuclied the auditory discriminabon of material changes 
in a struck-clamped bar. Contrary to the previously mentioned studies, they used arti
ficial sounds as stimuli which were synthesized according to the principles of theoretica! 
acoustics, such that nominal values of frequency, amplitude, and decay uniquely identified 
each materiaL The stimuli consisteel of the sum of three exponentially decaying sine waves. 
Highly trained musicians were used as subjects. The basic result of the study was that 
listeners fail to make optimal use of the information in the acoustic waveform by tend
ing to give greater weight than warranted, for a given material change, to changes in the 
frequencies of the partials than to their amplitudes and decay times. 

All these studies examine only one partienlar type of everyday sounds. Gaver (1993) 
proposed a systematie framework for eategorizing everyday sounds aeeording to audible 
souree attributes, such as material, size, shape, and type of interaetion. 
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1.4 Methodology 

The studies, as discussed in the previous section, can be integrated into a methodology 
which is frequently used in speech-perception research. This methodology combines an 
ecological approach to auditory perception with psycho-acoustics. A schematic overview 
of the methodology is given in figure 1.1. In order to identify properties of acoustic souree 

auditory 
events 

analysis 2 

analysis 1 

acoustic 
structure 

analysis 3 

Figure 1.1: Research methodolo9y for investi9atin9 the perception of auditory souree events 
(Li, Logan 8 Pastore, 1991). 

events, those events must produce sounds with an acoustic structure that must be reeavered 
by the listener. Moreover, in order to perceive souree events, the listener must be able to 
map the relevant acoustic structure to auditory souree categories defined in termsof souree 
attributes. This sequentia! model is illustrated with the arrow lines connecting the three 
boxes in figure 1.1. 

Also depicted in figure 1.1 is a strategy for investigating the perception of souree events, 
which consistsof an evaluation of the pairwise relationships between the three stages. These 
relationships are referred to as analysis 1, 2, and 3, as indicated by the solid brackets in 
figure 1.1. In the first stage, one investigates the relationship between perception and the 
categories of ecologically valid acoustic events. In the second stage, the acoustic wavefarms 
should be analysed to identify acoustic properties which reliably differentiate souree event 
categories. In the last stage, a correlation analysis between the identified acoustic proper
ties and listeners' perception should be used to evaluate which of these acoustic properties 
determine perception. The validity of this final analysis then should be confirmed by vary
ing these identified acoustic properties independently and observing the resulting effects on 
perception. A problem with this analysis can be that acoustic parameters cannot always 
be altered independently. This can make the interpretation of this kind of experiments 
very complicated. 

Analysis 1: auditory events - perception 

The studies discussed in the previous section all demonstrate the human ability to identify 
properties of acoustic souree events. All studies started to examine the relationship between 
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auditory events and perceptual categorization of the stimuli. 

Analysis 2: auditory events - acoustic structure 

Some of the studies mentioned in the previous section derived timbral predietors (statistica! 
measures) from acoustical representations of the sounds (Repp, 1987; Freed, 1990; Li, 
Logan & Pastore, 1991). Although it was shown that these measures can be used to classify 
the stimuli along the various sound-souree dimensions involved in the sound production, 
they give no insight into the relation between the physical characteristics of the sound 
sourees and the acoustic structure of the sound wave ( analysis 2). To o btain this kind 
of knowledge, a physical analysis of the sound production process itself is needecl. Gaver 
argued that such an analysis can be useful both in suggesting perceptible souree attributes 
and in indicating which acoustic information present in the mass of data produced by 
acoustic analyses is related to these attributes (Gaver, 1994). 

Analysis 3: acoustic structure - perception 

The relation between acoustic structures and their perceptual relevanee can be investigated 
in different ways. Some of the studies mentioned in the previous section establish the 
relevanee of the identified acoustic structures by correlating them with the data of the 
perceptual experiments originally designed to investigate the relationship between auditory 
events and perception (Repp, 1987; Freed, 1990; Li, Logan & Pastore, 1991). 

Another possibility is to manipulate the structures in the sound wave with digital 
signal processing techniques and to present these manipulated stimuli to listeners. By 
manipulating only one souree characteristic in an otherwise constant stimulus waveform it 
should be possible to alter perceptual classification in a systematic manner. 

In a third approach, which is often called analysis-by-synthesis, the sounds are syn
thesized directly. This method is frequently used in speech research and provides a way 
to check whether or not the existing knowledge about a particular sound-producing event 
is sufficient to synthesize it. At the same time, the method has proven to be a souree for 
new insights. This approach was used by Lutfi and Oh (1997) and Gaver (1988). Based 
on the physical modeHing of impact sounds, Gaver built a synthesizer which could be used 
to synthesize impact sounds (Gaver, 1994). The parameters of this synthesizer were dir
ectly linked to perceptually relevant souree characteristics. Shape, size, and material of 
the object, hardnessof the beater, and type of interaction (e.g. hittingor scraping) could 
be specified. Gaver showed that synthesized stimuli could reproduce the same perceptual 
effects as found for natural recordings of impact sounds (Gaver, 1988). 

1.5 IPO project 

At IPO, as a part of the Multi-Modal Interaction (MMI) programme, a project has been 
started to investigate the usability of nonspeech audio in user interfaces. The general aim 
of this project is to model auditory events which are caused by people interacting with 
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objects and to study the perceptual and cognitive properties of these events. The types 
of interaction that are of interest include hitting, bouncing, breaking, rolling, spilling and 
seraping of objects. In general, the sounds generated by these events are called impact 
sounds. The focus of the project is on the synthesis of these sounds rather than repro
duction. In future interactive applications it might no longer be sufficient to accurately 
reproduce pre-recorded sounds. Users will interact in a direct way with domain objects 
and as a consequence manipulate the attributes of the objects. If the souree dimensions of 
the sounds are used to convey information about changes in object attributes, this means 
that sound parameters should be modified or synthesized accordingly. Therefore, a specific 
aim of the project is to provide a signal generation library that allows to compose com
plex interaction sounds in a fiexible way and in real time. The algorithms for this library 
will be based on modelling, to a certain extent, the physical properties of the interaction 
events, and on functional rnadelling of the perceptually relevant sound dimensions. Apart 
from this, it will be investigated to what extent human listeners are able to identify and 
discriminate the sounds produced by these algorithms. Eventually, a tool for real-time 
synthesis of impact sounds, with parameters that can be derived from the actions of the 
user, will be developed. 

1.5.1 Rolling halls 

Sirree at IPO a lot of expertise has been built up about the interaction between user and 
system by means of track balls with force feedback, this project focusses on the sounds 
produced by rolling balls, which are a metaphor for the track-ball movements. This choice 
makes it possible to study multisensory interaction by presenting the same 'object' sim
ultaneously in different modalities. Apart from these practical advantages the sound of a 
ball rolling on a certain surface has a lot of scientifically interesting properties: It com
bines a quasi-regularity caused by the revolving surface of the ball with a stochastic element 
caused by imperfections or irregularities of the interacting surfaces, which can possibly be 
modelled as a succession of impact sounds. If the mechanical contact between ball and 
surface as a source, and the surface as an excited filter, are sufficiently independent, linear 
souree-filter modeHing techniques known from speech research and modeHing of musical 
instrumentscan be applied. Otherwise a more complex non-linear model must be used, as 
is for instanee the case with the sound of a bowed string or wind instruments (Rossing & 
Fletcher, 1995). 

Unfortunately, hardly any research has until now been carTied out on the sound of rolling 
balls. Only the sound of railway wheels rolling over rails, generally referred to as wheel/rail 
rolling noise, has been extensively investigated (e.g., Remington, 1987; Thompson, 1996). 
In these studies it is assumed that rolling noise is generated by surface irregularities ('rough
ness') on both the wheel and rail running surfaces. These roughnesses introduce vibrations 
which are radiated as wheel/rail noise. These studies are of limited importance to this 
project, because their goal was to provide physical models to predict the overall noise 
level produced by different types of trains, rather than to reproduce the real rolling sound. 
Therefore, these studies did not include a perceptual evaluation of the sounds generated 
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by the developed models. 
Another way of synthesizing rolling soundscan be basedon the workof Gaver (1994). 

He presented some algorithms for synthesizing impact sounds, like breaking, bouncing, 
spiHing and scraping, in which the sound souree characteristics can be controlled directly. 
However, this study did not include any algorithms for rolling sounds. 

1.5.2 This study 

As a first step in the analysis of the sounds of rolling balls, algorithms have been developed 
for manipulating phase relations and speetral fine structure of pre-recorded sounds of rolling 
balls, which varied both in size and materiaL This work is described in chapter 2. The 
goal of this analysis is to extract the main acoustical parameters which possibly determine 
the perception of physical properties of the balls and the surface they are rolling on, such 
as size and velocity of the balls, and material of both balls and surface ( analysis 3 in figure 
1.1). The next step will then be to modify these parameters to investigate to what ex tent 
people can identify and discriminate those modified sounds. 

In order to concentrate on only one of the physical properties of rolling balls, it was 
decided in this project to study the perception of the size of rolling balls, whereas at 
the same time, in another IPO project, the perception of the velocity of rolling balls was 
investigated. To keep all other parameters constant, only balls of one type of material were 
used. For the practical reason that they could easily be obtained in different sizes, wooden 
balls were chosen. 

To get an idea whether people can actually hear differences in the sizes and veloeities 
of rolling wooden balls, perception experiments were carried out in which subjects had 
to make a decision which one of two presented sounds of rolling balls was produced by 
the bigger or faster ball. The recordings of the sounds needed for these experiments were 
carried out in the IPO studio. The details of these recordings are described in chapter 
3. The set-up and the results of the experiment concerning the perception of the size of 
rolling wooden balls are presented in chapter 4. 

A discussion of the methods and results of this study, along with some conclusions and 
recommendations for further experiments, is given in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 

Signal analysis 

2.1 Introduetion 

In order to be able to manipulate pre-recorded sounds of rolling balls, algorithms are being 
developed to modify physical parameters of the sounds in both the time and frequency 
domain. In this project two of these parameters have been investigated, namely phase 
relations and speetral fine structure. Both of them have been modified in the frequency 
domain using the overlap-add (OLA) method, which is a technique basedon the short-time 
Fourier analysis/synthesis principle. 

2. 2 Short-time Fourier analysis and synthesis 

The concepts of short-time Fourier analysis and synthesis have been widely used for ana
lysing and rnadelling quasi-stationary (slowly time-varying) signals, such as speech ( which 
is not stationary at all in a strict way, but is generally considered to be quasi-stationary). 
This technique can be looked at as a block-by-block analysis in time. The input sig
nal is time windowed into overlapping finite-duration time segments. Each time segment 
is then Fourier transformed to give a short-time Fourier spectrum. The signal can be 
re-synthesized by inverse transforming each sample of the short-time Fourier spectra to 
reeover the short-time segments of the signal in time. These overlapping signal segments 
are then appropriately summed ( overlapped and added) to reproduce the time signal. This 
methad is referred to as the overlap-acid (OLA) synthesis method. If the short-time spectra 
have been modified (as is the case in this project) the short-time signal segments should be 
weighted by a synthesis window befare overlapping and adding. In short, the OLA tech
nique consists of an analysis, a modification, and a synthesis stage. Each of these stages 
will be discussed in more detail in the next sections, as far as this project is concerned. A 
more general description can be found in Rabiner & Schafer (1978), Crochiere (1980) and 
Moulines & Laroche (1995). 
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2.2.1 Analysis 

The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) can be viewed as an alternate way ofrepresenting 
a signal in a joint time and frequency domain. The basic idea consists of performing a 
Fourier transform on a limited portion of the signal, then shifting somewhat to a following 
portion of the signal and repeating the operation, as shown in figure 2.1. The signal is 

Frequency 
n 
11 

u 
4------------------------------~ 

Time 

Figure 2.1: Short-time FourieT transfarm (Moulines 8 Laroche, 1995 ). 

then described by the values of the Fourier transfarms obtained at the successive window 
locations. 

The short-time Fourier transform for a discrete time signal .T ( n) can be defined as 

= 
(2.1) 

171= -(X) 

In this equation, h( n) is the analysis window, which is a weighting function applied to the 
input signal prior to the Fourier transform. It selects and weights the short-time segment 
of the signal x( n) to be analysed. This is illustrated in figure 2.2. In this project aso-called 
Banning window was used, which has the form 

h(n) = { 0.5- 0.5cose~l), o::; n::; N -1 
0, otherwise, 

(2.2) 

in which Nis the number of samples in the window. The windowed part of the signal was 
then Fourier transformed using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. After shifting 
the window along N/2 samples (half the window length) of the original signal x(n) this 
procedure was repeated until the fnll signal had been analysed. 
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x(m) ~ h(n-m) 

m 

(a) 

m 

(b) 

Figure 2.2: (a) Analysis window h(n-m) superirnposed on data 1:(rn). (b) Short-time se
quence x(n,rn)=h(n-rn)x(rn) fora particular value of n (Portnoff, 1980). 

2. 2. 2 Modifications 

Two kinds of modifications werc carried out on the short-time-analysis spectra: phasc 
randomizing and smoothing of thc speetral fine structure. 

Phase randomizing 

The output of the FFT operation can be presenteel in the form of a magnitude spectrum 
and a phase spectrum. The short-time Fourier components are then written in the form 

(2.3) 

with fXn(e1w)l the amplitude and Bn(w) the phase of the signal. To randomize the phase 
spectrum the Bn(w) values obtained by the FFT operation were replaccd by random num
bers ( uniformly distributed between 0 and 27r) for each of thc short-time Fourier spectra. 

Smoothing of speetral fine structure 

To investigate the importance of speetral fine structure in the sound of a rolling ball, the 
magnitude spectra of the short-time Fourier cornponents have been smoothed in varions 
degrees. If the magnitude values of one short-time Fourier spectrum are denoted by :rk 

(with k the frequency index) a modification was carried out on these valnes resulting in a 
new spectrum x~ according to 

{

'I 

.r. ~ 
Xo 

I 
XN--1 

( 2.4) 

with N the number of samples in the spectrum. This algorithm was applied to all short
time Fouricr spectra of thc signal. This procedure conlel be repeated as many times as 
wished, thcreby varying the degree of smoothing. 
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2.2.3 Synthesis 

To synthesize the new signal in the time domain the modified short-time Fourier spectra 
were inverse Fourier transformed by an inverse FFT algorithm to yield the short-time syn
thesis signals Yr(n), with T an integer indexing the window number. Simply overlapping 
and adding these signals would result in discontinuities in the signal at the window bound
aries, which would be very well audible. Therefore a synthesis window was used, which 
was in this case the Hanning window as used in the analysis stage. The resulting modified 
signal y(n) canthen bedescribed as 

00 

y(n) = I: h(rR- n)yr(n), (2.5) 
r=-oo 

where R is an integer which controls the overlap rate (here, R was chosen to be half the 
window length, so R = N /2). The total energy of the signal will decrease by applying 
the synthesis window by an amount that depends on the energy distribution per window 
after modifying the signal. In the case of phase randomizing, after which the energy can 
be considered to be uniformly distributed over the window length, the energy is simply 
reduced by a factor 2 by applying the Hanning window as the synthesis window. 

The overlap-add procedure is illustrated in figure 2.3. 

; 3583~ fi'CA l 
~3019 : 

1 TIM( IN SAMPLES 
400 

400 
TIME IN SAMPLES 

TIME IN SAMPLES 

Figure 2.3: Graphical interpn;tation of the oveTlap-add synthesis methad showing the over·
lapping sections (weighted by a Banning window) and the resulting sv.rnrnation (Allen fj 

Rabiner, 1977). 
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2.3 Manipulating rolling-hall sounds 

2.3.1 Sourees 

The algorithms, which have been described in.the previous sections, have been applied to 
recordings of rolling balls, which varied both in size and materiaL They are described in 
table 2.1. The recordings were made on a DAT recorder (sample frequency 48kHz) in the 

Table 2.1: Properties of the balls of which the rolling sounds were recorded. The words 
'smooth' and 'rough' refer to the surface properties of the balls. 

material diameter ( mm) 
stone ( smooth) 35.7, 35.8, 39.5, 39.8, 45.1, 45.7 

wood 22.4, 22.7, 35.7, 35.8, 44.8, 45.2, 53.7, 53.9 
me tal 9.5, 18.0, 22.0, 30.0 
glass 11.0, 25.0, 29.4, 33.9 

stone ( rough) 15.1, 24.5, 29.5, 34.5 

IPO studio with a B&K 4003 microphone. An inclined gutter ( described in section 3.3 and 
appendix A) was used to make the balls roll over a table. Three recordings were made of 
each ball. 

The algorithms have also been applied to recordings of glass marbles rolling over a 
crockery plate. 

2.3.2 Manipulations 

The effects of both the phase randomizing and the smoothing of speetral fine structure on 
the signal are illustrated in figure 2.4. In this figure both manipulations have been applied 
to the signal at the same time. This was done only for this purpose. In the following 
sections only one of the signal manipulations has been applied to the signal at the same 
time. 

Phase randomizing 

The recorded sounds, which had a length of about 1 s, were modified by randomizing the 
phase components in the short-time spectra at window lengths varying between 2 and 100 
ms. As a result of these modifications the onsets and the peaks in the temporal structure 
of the sounds, which are caused by bouncing of the balls after hitting the rolling surface 
or by rough ball surfaces, are smeared out over the window length. This appeared to be 
audible for window lengths as short as 5 ms. At larger window lengths, the onsets and 
peaks are smeared out to an extent that the character of the sound changes dramatically, 
which is illustrated in figure 2.5. This would argue forshort window lengths, but the OLA 
technique also introduces low frequency noise in the signal, which becomes stronger at 
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Figure 2.4: Effect of phase randomizing and smoothing of speetral fine structure on the 
sov,nd signal of a smooth stone ball rolling over a table. The left part of the figure shows 
signals in the time domain, the right part represents signals in the frequency domain. (a) 
One window length {20 ms) of the original signal. (b) Hanning-windowed signal. (c) 
Amplitude spectrum of the windowed signal (logarithmic scale). (dj Amplitude spectrum 
after applying the smoothing algorithm 100 times according to equation 2.4 (logarithmic 
scale). (e) Randomized phase spectrum. (f) Time signalafter manipulations. (g) Hanning
windowed time signal. 

smaller window lengths. This noise is caused by components in the original sounds with 
periods longer than the window length. 

Therefore, a campromise is needed. For the sounds that hardly contain any peaks, such 
as the sounds from the smooth stone, met al and glass balls ( except for the tiny on es), a 
window length of about 20 ms appeared not to affect the original signal to a large extent, as 
far as listerring to the sounds is concerned. This leads to the condusion that phase relations 
in the sounds of rolling balls do not seem to be very important in the characterization of 
those sounds. However, when there are peaks present in the temporal structure of the 
sounds, as is the case with small balls and balls with irregular surfaces, such as the rough 
stone balls, phase is very important, because it provides information about the temporal 
location of the peaks in the signal. 

Smoothing of speetral fine structure 

The smoothing algorithm of equation 2.4 was applied up to 100 times to a representative 
sound of each material category in table 2.1. The window length was kept at 20 ms for all 
recordings. The smoothing operation clearly affects the sounds by adding low-frequency 
noise to the signal, but this is probably mostly caused by the OLA technique. The sounds 
also become less dynamic in timbre, which makes them sound more unnatural or 'metallic'. 
This could be caused by the smoothing itself, but it seems to be a marginal effect. To one 
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Figure 2.5: Example of the smearing-out effect as a result of phase randomizing of the 
sound generated by a rough stone ball rolling over a table. The left figures represent, from 
top to bottom, the original signal, the signal after phase randomizing for a window length 
of 5 ms, and for a window length of 100 ms. The right figures are zoomed-in versions of 
the lejt figures. 

of the sounds the algorithm was applied 500, 100 and 20 times. There were no substantial 
differences in the resulting sounds, which supports the idea that the differences compared 
to the original signal are mostly caused by the OLA method itself, rather than by the 
smoothing. 

Applying the algorithm 50 or 100 times to the sounds of a glass marble rolling over 
a crockery plate ( also for a constant window length of 20 ms) had a strong effect on the 
resulting sounds. Contrary to the sounds of balls rolling over a table these sounds contain 
separate, well audible partials, which are smeared out in the frequency domain by the 
smoothing operation. This effect, which is illustrated in figure 2.6, is well audible. There 
were no audible differences between the '50 times' and '100 times' sounds. 

These results lead to the condusion that speetral fine structure is not important for 
characterizing perceptual properties of rolling ball sounds, unless separate partials are 
present in the signal. 
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Figure 2.6: Example of the smearing-out effect in the frequency domain as a result of 
smoothing the spectrum in case of a ball rolling over a plate. The left figures represent 
the original signal, the right figures represent the signal after smoothing the spectrum 100 
times according to equation 2.4. The upper figures are speetrogmms of the signal, the lower 
figures are long-time spectra of the signal, calculated over 8 seconds of the signal. 
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Chapter 3 

Recordings of stimuli 

3.1 Intrad u ct ion 

As a first attempt in trying to understand the relationship between the auditory perception 
of physical properties of a rolling ball and the acoustical parameters of the rolling ball 
sound, it was decided to concentrate on the auditory perception of the size of rolling balls 
of one type of materiaL For the practical reason that they can easily be obtained in different 
sizes, a choice was made for wooden balls. 

In order to be able to set up an experiment to investigate to what extent people can ac
tually hear size differences in unmodified sounds of rolling balls, new recordings were made 
under more controlled circumstances than the recordings used in the previous chapter. 
These recordings were made on DAT-tape (sample frequency 48 kHz, recorder type Sony 
DTC-55ES) in the IPO studio, using two omnidirectional microphones, type B&K 4003. 

3.2 Waoden halls 

For the recordings a selection was used out of 70 balls, made of beech wood, in seven 
sizes, so that, for each size, ten balls were available. To investigate the variability between 
these balls, the diameters and masses of the balls were measured. The results are given in 
table 3.1. As can be seen in this table there is no overlap neither in mass nor in diameter 
between the size classes of the balls. Because the balls were not exactly spherical, the 
diameter of each ball was measured in three perpendicular directions. It was found that 
generally the variability in the diameter was bigger within one ball than over all the balls 
within one class in one measuring direction. The variations in diameter within one ball 
were generally in the order of 5%, with a maximum of 8%. This doesn't seem much, but a 
small variation can seriously affect the rolling sound when compared to an almost perfectly 
spherical ball, because it introduces an extra periodicity in the sound. To keep the ball 
properties as constant as possible, five balls in the middle of the mass range of each size 
class were chosen for the recordings. 
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Table 3.1: Properizes of the waoden balls. 
SlZe mean mass mean diameter 
class mass (g) range (g) diameter ( mm) range (mm) 

1 4.4 4.1 - 4.9 22.5 21.9- 23.0 
2 6.0 5.5 - 6.4 24.9 24.7- 25.2 
3 15.7 14.7- 18.3 35.3 33.8- 36.6 
4 35.8 33.0- 40.2 45.4 44.1 - 46.6 
5 54.9 52.1 - 62.2 54.2 52.9 - 55.3 
6 114.7 107.7- 122.5 67.6 66.2- 68.7 
7 217.1 186.4 - 232.2 83.5 81.3 - 85.2 

3. 3 Recording set-up 

A scheme of the recording set-up is given in figure 3.1. In order to be able to control the 

gutter 

waoden plate metalplate 

elt 

table table 

Figure 3.1: Scheme of the recording set-up (nat on scale). 

initial velocity of the rolling balls, a gutter kind of device was built, which could be placed 
at various angles relative to the horizontal rolling surface. The gutter is described in more 
detail in appendix A. By releasing the balls from various heights on the gutter the veloeities 
of the balls after hitting the rolling surface could be varied. To avoid resonances of the 
gutter, which was made of aluminium, it was covered with paper, as well as millimeter
scaled paper to determine the initial position of the balls. 

The metal frame of the table, which was used as the rolling surface in pilot recordings, 
appeared to resonate when a ball was rolling over the table surface. Therefore, a wooden 
plate (100 x 32 x 1.5 cm), placed on a piece of felt (180 x 54 x 1 cm) on the same table 
(surface 120 x 75 x 1.8 cm) was used as the rolling surface. The gutter was placed on an 
adjacent table, which was also covered by the felt. Between the gutter and the felt a little 
wooden plate was placed to match the height of the 'rolling' plate. At the opposite side of 
the plate a little metal plate was placed to produce a tick in the sound signal when a ball 
reached the end of the plate. This, together with the tick which could be observed when a 
ball, rolling down the gutter, hit the plate, was used to determine directly from the sound 
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signal the mean velocity of the ball when rolling over the wooden plate. Care was taken 
that the plate was water levelled in two perpendicular horizontal directions. 

3.3.1 Microphone positions 

Some test recordings were made to investigate the influence of microphone positions on 
the rolling-hall sounds. Recordings were made with the microphones placed at various 
distances relative to the plate in two planes perpendicular to the long plate axis (see figure 
3.2). It was expected that microphone positions close to the plate would cause intensity 

BOem , ..... . ................... , r 

70cm 

X···· ..... . .. ~ .. l 
~ 

wooden plate 

Figure 3.2: Microphone positions relative to the waoden plate. The mieropkanes were placed 
at the positions denoted by the crosses at half the plate length and at the end of the plate 
(total of 8 positions). 

level variations and possibly, due to the Doppier effect, pitch variations in the sounds. 
Both are unwanted because they are likely to provide velocity cues which can mask other 
possible cues one may want to investigate. 

Pitch differences were not observed when (informally) listening to the sounds via head
phones. This can be explained by taking into consideration that the veloeities of the balls 
(in the order of 1 m/s) are too small to make the Doppier effect audible. This can beseen 
by looking at the formula for the apparent frequency f perceived by an observer in rest in 
case of a souree moving to the observer with velocity V 8 and emitting a tone at frequency 
J., 

V 
f=fs--

V - V8 

(3.1) 

with v the velocity of sound in air, which is 344 m/s at a temperature of 21 oe (e.g., 
Rossing, 1990). This means for sourees moving at 1 m/s a frequency shift of 0.3% for all 
frequencies. This is too small to be perceivable by the human ear. 

Intensity variations could be seen on a graphical representation of the time signal, 
especially when camparing the two signals from the micropbones positioned at 10 cm 
above the plate. However, these variations were almost too small to be audible. This 
might be explained by the fact that the whole plate contributes to the sound generation, 
not only the part which is in contact with the ball. Furthermore, there is not only a direct 
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sound from the balland plate, but there arealso refiected sounds from the walls and ceiling 
which are picked up by the microphone. 

An effect that was not expected but very well audible was a small lowering in timbre 
when the ball was dosest to the microphone. This effect was present at all microphone 
positions, but became smaller at larger distances from the plate. A good explanation 
for this effect has not been found so far, but could also be hard to find, because sound 
radiation in the near field ( distances smaller than the dimensions of the source, which are 
in the order of 1 metre in this case) is a very complicated matter. 

On the other hand, at larger distances refiections of the sound become more important, 
which is unwanted, because we intended to investigate the properties of the direct sounds, 
which are independent of the room acoustics. Moreover, the sound signal level becomes 
lower at larger distances, which introduces a relatively higher noise level. As a campromise 
the two micropbones were placed in the following way for the final recordings: the first at 
40 cm above the middle of the plate at half the plate length, the second at 2 cm above the 
horizontal 'plate' plane, 40 cm from the middle of the plate, also at half the plate length. 

3.4 Recordings 

3.4.1 Velocity-decrease experiments 

Because the recordings were not only intended to be used in size perception experiments but 
also in velocity perception experiments, recordings were made to investigate to what extent 
the veloeities of the balls decrease when rolling down the plate. Therefore, elastic strings 
were attached to the plate perpendicular to the rolling direction in order to determine the 
veloeities of the balls on separate parts of the plate. 

One ball of each size class (see table 3.1) was released three times from two different 
heights on the gutter with strings at each quarter length of the plate, with one string at 
half the plate length, and without strings. These variations in number of strings were 
made to examine the infiuence of the strings on the veloeities of the balls. To avoid 
velocity fiuctuations due to diameter variations within one ball the axis of rotation was 
kept constant for each ball. Moreover, the rotation axis which gave rise to the smallest 
tendency of the ball to diverge from a straight line of movement was chosen. This was 
one of the smaller diameter axes for all balls, which can be explained by the fact that an 
(imperfect) ball rolling along a small rotation axis has a larger angular momenturn than 
when it is rolling along a large rotation axis. Because angular momenturn is a conserved 
quantity, it will be harder to change the direction of the small rotation axis than to change 
the direction of the large rotation axis when the ball is rolling. Therefore, when the ball is 
rolling along a smaller axis of rotation it will be more stable in its rolling direction. 

The results of this experiment are given in table 3.2 and figure 3.3. From table 3.2 it 
can be seen that the strings slow down the balls. This effect is larger for lower veloeities 
and for the smaller balls, and almost negligible for the bigger balls. This means that the 
velocity variations for the bigger balls in figure 3.3 are not caused by the preserree of the 
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Table 3.2: Mean veloeities over the wholeplate for each string condition, averagedover the 
three realizations per ball. 

Zo.H g 
f'o.6 
g 
~04 

" "' 6 o2 

diameter 
(mm) 

22 
25 
35 
45 
55 
68 
83 

d = 55 mm 

high velocity (m/s) 
#strings 

0 1 3 
0.79 0.75 0.72 
0.81 0.80 0.76 
0.83 0.81 0.79 
0.84 0.84 0.79 
0.84 0.85 0.82 
0.87 0.86 0.85 
0.88 0.87 0.87 

d = 68 mm 

low velocity (m/s) 
#strings 

0 1 
0.44 0.40 
0.44 0.43 
0.48 0.47 
0.51 0.48 
0.51 0.49 
0.52 0.50 
0.51 0.51 

d = 83 mm 

3 
0.38 
0.39 
0.45 
0.44 
0.47 
0.49 
0.51 

d = 45 mm 

- - no strings 
one string 

- three strings 

0 '-----~--~____j 
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 I 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 I 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 

position (m) position (m) position (m) 

Figure 3.3: Mean veloeities for each part of the plate, averaged over the three realizations 
per ball. Each figure represents one size class, denoted by the approximate diameter d of 
the ball. The up per and lower lines in each figure represent the balls released 30 and 10 cm 
from the lowest point of the gutter, respectively ( distance x zn figure A .1). 

strings. From this figure it can then be concluded that, at least for the bigger balls, the 
velocity generally decreases by 30-35% for the lower veloeities and by 10-15% for the higher 
velocities, when rolling down the plate. Also the mean velocity is a good approximation 
(within 10%) for the local velocity at the middle part of the plate. 

The veloeities being lower in the first quarter of the plate than in the second for the 
smaller balls at high velocity, are probably caused by slipping of the balls when they hit 
the plate. Because the balls are supported in a different point on the gutter than on the 
plate, the angular veloeities of the balls when they come off the gutter do not match the 
angular veloeities needed for rolling over the plate without slip. This causes the balls to 
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slip which decreases the velocity on the fi.rst part of the plate. 

3.4.2 Final recordings 

For the recordings to be used in velocity- and size-perception experiments, five balls in the 
middle of the mass range of each size class (see section 3.2) were released three times from 
six or seven initial heights on the gutter. The microphones were placed as described in 
section 3.3.1. Each microphone was connected to one track of the DAT recorder to be able 
to make a recording of one rolling event at two microphone positions. The rotation-axis 
requirements as described in the previous section were also applied here. Only recordings 
of balls with a deviation from the middle of the plate within 10 cm at the end of the plate 
were considered to be successful. 

An ( arbitrary) selection of the recordings was analysed with respect to the mean ve
locities of the balls to get an idea of the velocity variations within recordings of the same 
ball and within balls of the same size class, and to investigate the influence of friction on 
the velocity. The results are graphically presented in figure 3.4. The determination of the 
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Figure 3.4: Veloeities of the balls as a function of initia[ height. The size classes are 
denoted by the approximate diameters of the balls beZonging the specific size classes. One 
poznt represents the mean of three realizations of one ball. 

initial height from the measured parameters is given in appendix A. The continuous line 
in the figure gives the theoretica! value of the velocity as a function of the initial height 
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when friction is not taken into account. This function is 

vc = 3.74Vh (m/s), (3.2) 

with h in m. The derivation of this formula is given in appendix B. 
It can be seen from figure 3.4 that the veloeities of all balls lie very well on a line, which 

lies approximately 0.15 m/s under the theoreticalline. Exceptions are the balls from the 
smallest size class, which show substantially lower velocities. This can be explained by the 
fact that these balls slow down by a bouncing effect when rolling down the plate ( this is 
also demonstrated in figure 4.1 in the next chapter). Clearly the balls cannot be considered 
to move without friction. 

The velocity properties of rolling balls will be investigated in more detail in a Ph.D. 
project currently running at IPO. The effects described in this section are not considered 
to be of major infiuence on the size perception of rolling balls, which is the focus of the 
next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Perception experiment 

4.1 Introduetion 

In order to investigate to what extent people can actually distinguish between sizes of balls 
by just listerring totheir rolling sound, the recordings, as described in the previous chapter, 
were used in a perception experiment, in which subjects had to make a decision which one 
of two presented rolling sounds was produced by the bigger ball. 

4.2 Stimuli 

4.2.1 Selection of reearcled stimuli 

For the experimental stimuli it was decided to choose one representative recording for each 
size class. The first choice criterion was to keep the mean velocity of the balls as constant 
as possible, because the perception of velocity might interfere with size perception. A 
velocity above the middle of the velocity range was preferred, because faster balls have 
smaller relative velocity differences and they suffer less from deviating from a straight 
line when rolling down the plate. Moreover, faster balls produce higher sound levels, 
thereby reducing the relative noise level in the recordings. The second criterion was based 
on listerring to the sounds themselves. Especially for the smaller balls, there are large 
differences in the amount of bouncing of the ball during rolling. This is illustrated in figure 
4.1. A bouncing ball produces a lot of peaks in the sound signal, which is very well audible. 
Therefore, sounds have been chosen with more or less the same amount of bouncing. It is 
also clear from figure 4.1 that bouncing slows down the ball, which was already mentioned 
in section 3.4.2. The result of this selection procedure was that the mean veloeities could 
not be kept completely constant for all balls, but increased from 0.71 m/s for the smallest 
ball to 0.81 m/s for the biggest ball. The variation in velocity for two adjacent size class 
stayed within 4%. 
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Figure 4.1: Two recordings of the sa me ball ( smallest size class) released from the sa me 
height. For bath of them the time=O point is 10 ms after the 'onset' tick (when the ball 
hits the plate) and the end point of the signa! is 10 ms befare the 'fin al' tick ( when the ball 
falls off the plate). 

4.2.2 Preparation of stimuli 

To make the seven recordings suitable for the experiment they were processed in the fol
lowing way. First, every recording was composed of two versions, one of them recorded by 
the microphone above the wooden plate, the other one by the microphone next to the plate 
(see section 3.3.1). Because the signal from the microphone above the plate sounded less 
natural and contained more noise than the signal from the microphone next to the plate 
(based on comparison of the sounds by informallistening via headphones), the latter were 
chosen. 

To make all stimuli of the same length, 800 ms of each recording was cut out of the 
middle of the original recording, thus removing the onsets and offsets at the beginning and 
end of the plate. The sounds were faded in and out over 10 ms by means of a Banning 
window. To suppress size cues caused by sound level differences the levels were equalized 
to RMS values corresponding to 80 dB SPL. 
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4.3 Set-up of the size-perception experiment 

Eight subjects, five male and three female, all associates of IPO, and not familiar with 
the sounds, participated in the experiment. They were seated in a soundproof booth and 
received the stimuli over Beyer DT 990 headphones. 

The stimuli were presented pairwise. Each pair consisted of recordings of balls from 
adjacent size classes, with a silence of 700 ms between them. For each of the six stimulus 
pairs, the two possible permutations were presented four times, resulting in 48 stimulus 
pairs, which were presented in random order, preceded by 10 test pairs covering the range 
of stimuli, to make the subjects familiar with the experiment. 

After each pair of sounds the subjects had to decide which one of the two sounds was 
generated by the bigger ball ( according to a 2-Interval, 2 Alternative Forced-Choice ( or 
2I2AFC) procedure) by pressing the < 1 > or < 2 >button on a computer keyboard. After 
pressing one of these buttons the next pair was presented. The subjects did not receive 
any feedback about the correctness of their responses during the experiment. It was not 
mentioned in the instructions that the veloeities of the balls were more or less the same. 
The instructions presented to the subjects before they participated in the experiment are 
given in appendix C. The whole experiment took about 10 minutes for each subject. 

4.4 Results 

The results of the experiment per subject, as well as the total result over all subjects, rep
resented in the median, are presented in figure 4.2. From these results it can be concluded 
that people are able to perceive size information about balls from only the sound produced 
when they are rolling over a surface. 

It is important that the subjects are not familiar with the sounds, and that the stimuli 
are not presented too often. This can be concluded from the results of three people who were 
familiar with the sounds, whose scores were substantially higher than the ones presented 
in figure 4.2. 

According to their own remarks, the subjects paid most attention to pitch variations: 
a higher pitch means a smaller ball, and vice versa. They also recognized bouncing as 
produced by the smaller balls. Some of the subjects reported that the sounds produced by 
the bigger balls, which were often described as 'dark', did not sound like rolling. 
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Figure 4.2: Results of the size-perception experiment. The first eight plots show the per
centages of correct responses per subject, in which each point represents one stimulus pair, 
which was presented eight times in the experiment. The horizontal axes show the approx
imate diameters of the balls of which the sounds were presented in the stimulus pairs. The 
results for each stimulus pair are positioned in horizontal direction between the diameters 
of the balls of which the sounds were presented in that particular stimulus pair. The bottam 
right plot shows the median per stimulus pair over the eight subjects. The vertical bars 
represent quartiles. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion and conclusions 

Since neither previous research on the acoustical properties of rolling-baH sounds, nor on 
the auditory perception of those sounds, was found, it was needed to start from scratch on 
both fields. 

5.1 Manipulations of rolling-hall sounds 

The manipulations of the rolling-baH sounds, as described in chapter 2, were not directly 
intended to be used in the investigation of size perception, but merely as a first step in 
synthesizing rolling ball sounds in generaL In this perspective they are a part of the 
acoustic structure - perception evaluation, as described in section 1.4. The idea for these 
manipulations was neither based on a thorough analysis of the acoustic waveforms of the 
recorded sounds, nor on a physical model of the baH-surface interaction ( analysis 2 in 
figure 1.1), but merely on general characteristics of the rolling-baH sound, such as its noisy 
character, combined with experience in the field of hearing research. 

By listening to the phase-randomized rolling sounds it can be concluded that the ebar
aeter of the sounds is not affected to a large extent by throwing away phase information. 
When there are peaks present in the temporal structure of the sounds, they are smeared out 
over the window length, which causes 'tick' sensations to disappear. This already happens 
at window lengths of only 5 ms. At window lengths of 100 ms, peaks which were present in 
the original signal envelope have become inaudible, which makes the recording of a wooden 
ball sound like glass or metal. It is very well possible that those sounds, when presenteel to 
people who do not know the souree of the sounds, will not be identified as rolling sounds 
at all, because all irregularities in the sounds have disappeared. It is expected that these 
irregularities, which can result from all kinds of irregularities in physical properties of the 
balls and rolling surface, such as surface roughness, mass density orball diameter, are very 
important for the identification of a sound as rolling of a ball. 

Smoothing of speetral fine structure also has no large effect on the character of the 
sound of a rolling ball. This can be explained by the noisy character of those sounds. 
However, when there are separate, audible partials present in the signal, for example when 
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a glass marble is rolling over a crockery plate, the speetral peaks are smeared out in the 
frequency domain, which affects the sound to a large extent. 

In general these results suggest that, in the first efforts to synthesize rolling-baH sounds, 
the phase relations and speetral fine structure of real sounds need not be reproduced in 
much detail. 

In the future, the development of a physical model of the baH-surface interaction will 
probably be needed to investigate in more detail how the variations in physical properties 
of the ball, such as material, size or surface roughness, change the acoustic structure of the 
sound (analysis 2 in figure 1.1). As described insection 1.5.1, the only research on physical 
rnadelling of rolling sounds was found in studies of rail/wheel rolling noise. These studies 
can be used as a guideline for developing a physical model for baH-surface interactions. To 
be able to do this, the surface roughnesses of the balls and rolling surface will have to be 
measured. 

5. 2 Recordings 

Attaching elastic strings to the waoden plate which causes rolling balls to produce a tick 
in the sound signal when they are on a certain part of the plate, as described in section 
3.4.1, is nota very precise methad todetermine mean veloeities of rolling balls on different 
parts of the plate, because the strings themselves have infiuence on the veloeities of the 
balls, especially the small balls, as can be seen in table 3.2. A better methad would be 
a system with a laser, some mirrors and a photodiode to detect an interruption in the 
laser signal when a ball crosses the light track. However, the strings appeared to have a 
negligible effect on the veloeities of the biggest ball. From the velocity behaviour of this 
ball it is clear that the velocity of the ball is not constant over the rolling trajectory, but 
clecreases due to friction between the ball and plate. These velocity aspects of rolling balls 
will be investigated in more detail in another project at IPO, which focusses on the velocity 
perception of rolling balls. 

The recordings of rolling waoden balls with varying sizes and velocities, made in this 
project, should provide a sufficient library of sounds to be used as a souree in future 
perception experiments concerning rolling balls of one type of materiaL 

5.3 Size-perception experiment 

Waoden balls, compared toother types of material, may not beideal for conducting a size
perception experiment, because they are less constant in their physical properties, such 
as diameter, mass density, and surface roughness, what makes them less predictabie in 
their rolling behaviour. On the other hand, as stated before, these variations in physical 
properties are expected to be very important for the percept of rolling. Therefore, waoden 
balls seem to be an interesting choice as sourees for stimuli in perception experiments. 

The size-perception experiment, as described in chapter 4, is an example of the auditory 
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event- perception analysis described insection 1.4. The main condusion from the results of 
this experiment is that people are able to extract information about the size of a ball from 
the sound produced when this ball is rolling over a surface. This information could not be 
extracted from sound level cues, because the sound pressure levels of all stimuli were made 
equal. One might expect that the percentage correct scores would become even higher 
when the original sound levels are retained in the stimuli. The size variations used in this 
experiment appeared to make the distinction task neither too easy (nobody scores 100% 
on all pairs) nor too difficult (scores are substantially above 50%). A future experiment 
with sounds of balls with smaller size variations could be conducted to determine at which 
point people fail to distinguish these size variations. 

Although it might be possible that the onsets generated when a ball hits the plate 
contain all necessary information for the perception of physical attributes (like in musical 
instruments such as a violin or a trumpet) of the ball, such as size, these were not included 
in the stimuli for two reasons. The goal of the experiment was to investigate the perception 
of size from the rolling sound, without giving any cue about the origin of the sounds. A 
similar experiment with only the onsets as stimuli could be conducted in the future to 
investigate the information cantairred in these onsets. The second reason is the practical 
advantage that the record levels on the DAT recorder could be settoa (much) higher level, 
thereby considerably increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. 

By informally listerring to the rolling-ball sounds and from the reactions of the subjects 
it is expected that, except for sound level variations, the most important cue for size 
perception is the distribution of energy over frequency (bigger balls generate more low 
frequencies). This should be tested in the future by artificially al tering this distri bution 
in the original sound signals by means of similar techniques as described in chapter 2, and 
using the resulting sounds as stimuli in size-perception experiments. This can be dorre in 
two ways. Firstly, the speetral energy distribution of a particular sound can be gradually 
varied, while investigating the influence of this variation on size perception. Secondly, the 
energy distributions of the sounds of a small and a big ball can be interchanged, while 
keeping all other parameters the same. Then it can be tested if the size percepts change 
concurrently. 

Because the global speetral energy distribution is not affected by phase randomizing 
and smoothing of speetral fine structure, phase relations and speetral fine structure are not 
considered to be very important for the auditory perception of the size of rolling balls. This 
can be tested by using the phase-randomized and speetrally smoothed sounds as stimuli 
in the size-perception experiment described in chapter 4, and camparing the results with 
the scores of figure 4.2. A problem with such an experiment might be that the sounds are 
also affected by the OLA technique itself. These disturbing effects could be reduced by 
refining this technique, for example, by varying the window length according to the local 
temporal signal characteristics, in the case of phase randomizing, or by dividing the signal 
into frequency bands, which can be manipulated separately. 
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Appendix A 

Determination of initial height 

During the recordings the initial heights of the balls were characterized by the distance x 
between the rolling axis of the balland the end of the gutter (see figure A.1). However, the 

R(V2cosa -1) 

(x-0.5)sina 

:....! 0.3cm 
0.5 cm 

Figure A.1: Initia[ height h of a ball related to the distance x and the slope a. 

same value of x results in different values of the initial height for different size categories, 
because of two reasons. The first one is explained in figure A.2. Because of the shape of 

---------------- ___ ___I R(\12-1) 

Figure A.2: Initia[ height correction due to different supporting points. 

the gutter, the balls are not supported by the lowest point of the gutter, but by the sides, 
which causes the height of the lowest point of the ball relative to the lowest point of the 
gutter to be R( J2 - 1) instead of 0, with R the radius of the ball. The second one is 
caused by the slope a, which causes the height to be R( J2 cos a -1) insteadof R( J2 -1) 
(figure A.3). 
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Figure A.3: Initial height correction due to the tilt of the gutter. 

The total formula for the initial height h (from the lowest point of the ball relative to 
the plate level) as a function of the measured distance x then becomes (see figure A.1) 

h = R(V'icosa -1) +(x- 0.5)sina- 0.3, (A.1) 

with R, x and h in cm. The correction factor 0.3 results from the thickness difference 
between the rolling plate (1.5 cm) and the plate the gutter was placed on (1.2 cm). 

The slope a can be determined from the measured parameters from the following for
mula (see figure A.4) 

5.5 
s~na= ---

34.5- y 
(A.2) 

For the final recordings, described in section 3.4.2, the distance y in figure A.4 was set to 

0.5 cm 

Figure A.4: Relevant measures of the gutter, to delermine the slope a. 

10 cm, which means a slope a of 13.0°. 
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Appendix B 

Velocity without friction 

The velocity of a ball which has been released from an inclined surface in the absence of 
friction can be derived from the energy conservation law (Roest, 1987), 

(B.1) 

The total energy Eb before releasing the ball consists only of potential energy which is 
equal to mg(h + R), with m the mass of the ball, g the gravitational acceleration (9.81 
m/s2

), R the radius of the ball, and h the height of the lowest point of the ball relative 
to the fiat surface level. The total energy Ea after the ball has left the inclined surface 
consistsof potential energy of amount mgR, as wellas kinetic energy, which can be divided 
into translational energy Etr and rotational energy Erot 

1 2 
Etr = -mve, 

2 

1 2 
Erot = 2Iew ' 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

with ve the velocity of the center of mass of the ball, Ie the moment of inertia of the ball, 
and w the angular velocity of the ball. The moment of inertia of a homogeneous, massive 
ball relative to an axis through the center of mass is 

2 2 
Ie= 5mR. (B.4) 

If the ball rolls, it is supposed not to slip. This means that the part of the ball which is 
in contact with the surface has zero velocity. In that case the rolling constraint is valid, 
which can be written in the form 

ve = wR. (B.5) 

This results for the energy equation in 

(B.6) 
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which can be reduced to 

or 

7 2 
rngh = -rnvc 

10 

vc = Jl; gh. 

With the numerical value of g this results in 

vc = 3.74Vh 

with h in m. 
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Appendix C 

Instructions for the size-perception 
experiment 

Size of rolling halls 

In this experiment you will hear pairs of sounds, which are short samples of re

cordings of rolling wooden halls. Within each pair the sizes of the halls are differ

ent. Y our task is to indicate which sound is produced by the bigger hall. 

When you press the <enter> button on the keyboard, you will hear two sounds of 

rolling halls with different sizes. If you think the first sound represents the bigger 

hall, please press the <1> button on the keyboard. If you think the second sound 

represents the bigger hall, please press the <2> button on the keyboard. 

Once you have pressed <1> or <2>, you will hear the next pair of sounds. 

First you will hear 10 test pairs. After these test sounds you will have to press the 

<enter> button again to continue the experiment. 

r'lgure C.l: Instructions pr-esented to the sub.Jects befar-e they participated in the size
per-ception e1:per-iment. 
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